All in Your Head
P R O D U C T

R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S

SILICONE LUBRICANT
Silicone Lube is the best-kept secret to a great blowjob! Silicone has no flavor and
is water-resistant. Apply the silicone lube to the penis and go down! The lube acts
as a barrier, keeping your saliva from absorbing into the skin, making for a nice
juicy blowjob!

POLE POLISH OR BLOW ME
Do you have a sensitive gag reflex? Pole Polish is here to help. This thick, creamy body
topping tastes delicious as it gently coats your mouth and throat. The coating lessens
your gag reflex without actually numbing anything, including the penis.
If you’re not worried about a gag reflex, then go for the Blow Me Oral Body Topping.
It has the same delicious taste without the added throat coating.

HELPING HEAD
This soft and textured mini masturbation sleeve provides the illusion of deep throating
without all the work. Place the sleeve on the base of the penis. Then with your mouth on
the head of the penis, use it to stroke the penis in rhythm with your oral motions.
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WE-VIBE VECTOR
The We-Vibe Vector provides that something extra special that you can’t get with oral
sex alone. Adding a prostate massage to a blowjob can lead to bigger orgasms both in
size and power. And if you’re a guy that can’t orgasm from oral alone, the Vector may
be just the ticket to O-town!

BLINDFOLD/RESTRAINTS
Sometimes, all it takes to take a blowjob to the next level is a little role-play. A blindfold
will take away your sight and heighten your other senses, allowing you to focus and feel
every tender touch. If you are feeling extra frisky, let your partner strap you down,
so you are completely at their mercy! Letting go of control helps build trust and can be
extremely erotic. Try both of these at the same time for a mind-blowing experience!

About Velvet Box
At Velvet Box, we offer a safe and warm retail environment for you to explore so you can get the excitement and
connection you deserve. Check us out online or visit one of our 5 DFW-area locations today.
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